FOREIGN CRYPTANALYSTS

1. Foreign Cryptanalysts -- R & W to OIC, SPSIB-3 from Mr. Snyder, 1 Feb. 44 forwarded to Ex. O., 5 February 1944.

2. Study re Enemy Cryptanalysis prepared by Lt. Derby and staff, 7 Jan. 43 (?) Evidence of Axis (and possibly Russian) Cryptanalytic Activity.

3. Japanese #110394 from Ankara to Tokyo 3 February 1944, C-143, JAA, WS-713 #55.

4. Japanese C-139 from Helsinki to Tokyo (Winter) (Head, General Affairs Section) 27 October 1943, JAS #407, Part 2a.

5. Japanese C-142 from Helsinki (HELGS) to Tokyo (summer) (Vice Chief, General Staff) 27 October 1943, JAS #408, Part 1a.

6. C-113 Helsinki to Tokyo, Jap #100 3/10/43
   C-102 Helsinki - Tokyo and Berlin #33, 1/12/43
   D-1552 Tokyo - (?) 2/16/43
   D-2730 (part 1) Helsinki - Tokyo 7/12/43
   SJM, Pg. 70, Ankara - Tokyo 5/10/43


8. Memorandum in Re Coding Machines

9. Japanese C-142 from Helsinki (HELGS) to Tokyo (Summer) (Vice Chief, General Staff) 27 October 1943, JAS #408, Parts 2 and 3.

10. Note to Col. Cook from Miss Martin about POW information from Doc. # 2860-A
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